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Abstract:This paper explains the advanced drone technologies and to expanding commercial 

usage, we consider the last mile shipping industry is ready for interruption by delivery drones. 

Drones can automatically speed up the delivery times and it decreases the people's cost combine 

with the delivery. This paper checks the opportunities for delivery drones in the market. And it 

also examines the boundary for adoption. It concludes that drones can handle the lightweight 

parcels for the last mile of delivery. The consequence analyzes commutable and in-commutable 

drone operation also shows that the expected operation executive method with commutable 

drones. It can save the delivery time and also power consumption during a delivery operation 

over in-commutable drone. 

Keywords:Autonomous mobility,Delivery Drones using Autonomous Mobility (DDAM), 

Drone-delivery, Last-mile delivery,Remotely Piloted Aircraft(RCP), Unmanned AerialVehicles 

(UAV). 

1. Introduction 

The main purpose of the delivery drone is: The population of the country is increasing day by 

day, so it is difficult to fulfill the customer's need. But they need the shortest delivery time to 

take their orders. It is not only satisfying the customer's needs in the shortest time and to reduce 

road transportation. To overcome these problems the concept called Delivery Drones using 

Autonomous Mobility (DDAM) is being developed. 

Amazon CEO, announced his corporation has developed an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) 

tominor deliveries through Amazon prime air. The parcels are kept in the container; this process 

is held by UAV. And it is the unmanned aerial system, another name for a drone is known as 

UAV, and Remotely Piloted Aircraft(RCP). When the customer parcels are loaded in the 
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container of the drone, then the drone gets started from the storehouse to customer location 

(houses, office, hostels, etc...).The Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (drone) get navigated via 

GPS(global positioning system) when the drone reaches to the customer location and it delivers 

the parcel (with container) in front of the client’s doorstep, and the UAV(unmanned aerial 

vehicle) or drone returns to the warehouse. All this process takes place without any human 

supervision. 

Due to a few clashes, Amazon is not ready for competition to delivery-by-drone. German postal 

and Logistics group released their project called parcel copter. The main purpose of the parcel 

copter is to bring medical goods to the car-free island of German. This system is introduced to 

other countries like Singapore, Malaysia, and Australia. But they failed to enter the US market. 

Because of the FAA (Federal Aviation Administration), It prohibited the use of these unmanned 

aerial vehicles for commercial purposes in US. They restricted to some rules and regulations. 

The FAA set the rule that is the unmanned aerial vehicle should not cross the limits of 400 –feet 

and within the pilot. 

For considering all these problems, the researchers implementing the UAV to overcome all these 

problems .one of the research areas implement the drone size and the storage capacity of the 

battery. And for safety purposes, they added some components like additional motors and 

sensors. By seeing the updated version of these delivery drones the Amazon Company is ready to 

release the proposal. Earlier we have seen the conventional storehouse-to-customer operation 

planned by Amazon. All customers can't use the delivery by drone system The UAV is restricted 

to some areas which are far from the customer’s location. In place of UAV, the delivery trucks 

are used for restricted places. It is the process which is handled by the human. 

2. Literature Review 

In 1997, RH Ballou stated that Business logistics are specified and causes also mentioned as why 

it is a crucial part of management. Economic and political ideas are displayed to appearance that 

it isdeveloping in relevance. Present research in business logistics is examined by a concentrate 

design of the logistics network[1].  
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In 1999, Liumin, Wucheng introduced the genetic algorithms which it has exposed high 

advantages in clarifying the combinatorial development problem. That it has high efficiency. 

Since the Genetic algorithm is used for traveling salesman problem (TSP) successfully, it has 

exposed more advantages in solving Non-deterministic Polynomial problems in the extension of 

combinatorial optimization [2]. 

In 2000, F Barahona, he presents an extension to the genetic algorithm to result from a single as 

well as dual results. It is a fast way to execute a similarity of Dantzig-Wolfe decomposition. 

They present an expansion to the genetic algorithm to result from single and dual results [3]. 

In 2001, EK Bish, in his paper we take a container and discharging containers from a ship. And 

detecting the containers in the terminal yard. Each container has probable locations in the yard 

and then stored. The containers in the ship are moved to the yard by particular vehicles, the 

capacity of each vehicles is it carries only one container [4].  

In 2003, EK Bish, in his paper Containers is shifted among the ships and the yard by using 

traveling vehicles, each one carries only one container. The problems are (i) Complete a storage 

location for every empty container, (ii) Dismiss vehicles to containers [5]. 

In 2006, T.Bektas, he gave the solution for the multiple solving salesman problem, it is well 

known as tsp. Multiple traveling salesman problems are the conclusion of traveling salesman 

problem, where greater than one salesman is grant to be used in the result or solution of that 

problem[6]. 

In 2006, IFA VIS, this paper explains the literature relevant to design architecture and control 

problems of Auto Guided Vehicles (AVG) systems at manufacturing, delivery, shipping and 

transport systems. There are so many models to overcome the design problems in manufacturing 

areas [7]. 

In 2006, G.toulminet This paper shows an SV system for disclosure and distance calculation of 

preceding vehicles. It is classified into 2 dominant stages. An SV-based algorithm helpful to 

extract suitable 3-dimensional means 3-d characteristics in the scene, these characteristics are 

examined more to prefer the ones that related to only the vertical objects[8]. 
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In 2007, B.Crevier, this article shows a development of multi-store vehicle routing problem in 

which, the vehicles may be restocked at intermediate stores along with the map. Thisintroduces 

combining the flexible memory principle, a search method for the result of sub problems and 

programming [9]. 

In 2008, CD Tarantilis, this article proposes a 3-step algorithmic framework for clear up a new 

alternative of VRP. VRP is well known as Vehicle-Routing Problem with Intermediate 

Replenishment Facilities (VRPIRF). The goal of this is to complete the most advantageous 

routes for fast of vehicles that can restart their capacity at intermediate material stations [10]. 

In 2010, Jianjun Zhang and Hong Yuan proposed that GPS delay mapping receiver scheme 

which satisfies the UAV navigation localization and also recognizes height measurement. A 

simulation system is designed in which it takes the GPS satellite as an illumination source, sets 

the receiver in the UAV and uses the reflection signal from the GPS and survey the height from 

the ground [11]. 

 In 2013, Imad Jawhar, Nader Mohamed, Jameela Al-Jaroodi and Sheng Zhang proposed the 

ULSN model to establish communication between UAVs. They explained that his architecture 4 

types of nodes. They are the relay node, sensor node, UAV, sink [12]. 

 In 2014, J.P. Bodanese, G.M. de Araujo, C. Steup, G.V. Raffo, and L.B. Becker described the 

low-cost wireless communication framework modeled for a shortrange Unmanned Aerial 

Vehicles (UAV). The main objection now is using the same hardware to connect with possible 

varied devices and using different protocols [13]. 

 In 2015, D. W. Matolak, in his paper discussed the growth of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles over 

the next decade. He also said that the applications are presently unforeseen but, in the future, it 

has a major scope in many applications. A natural matter in the usage of UAS is security and 

safety, and it has explicit significance for control and non-payload communication (CNPC) 

systems they must use to operate UAS [14]. 

In 2017, A. Trotta, M. Di Felice, in that paper, they examined how to guarantee the constant 

coverage of a destination zone through SUAVs (Small UAVs) by applying aspects of static 

terrestrial infrastructure and integral energy limitations[15]. 
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3. Methodology 

Design science, it is a problem-solving method. Which it seeks to increase the boundaries of 

scientific knowledge or scientific thinking. To advance the drones using the autonomous 

mobility (DDAM) concept, this research paper proceeds from the DSRG (Design Science 

Research Guideline). It has seven guidelines; they are listed below; 

1: Design as an Artifact 

Definition: The new approach is illustrated and developed. 

 2: Problem applicability 

Definition: The relevance of next-generation last-mile delivered problems is defined.  

3: Design assessment 

Definition: This approach is assessing through a SWOT (strengths, weakness, opportunities, and 

threats) analysis. 

4: Research Contributions 

Definition: This approach is to review the contribution to research in the domain of last-mile 

delivery. 

5: Research on difficulties 

Definition: An accurate evaluation was organized through interviewing professionals from 

suitable industries. 

6: Design an examination Process 

Definition: examination Process on drone arrangement is conducted. 

7: Connection of research 

Definition: The theory was granted to technology and management-oriented public. 
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                     Fig. 1: Information of DDAM with linking and delinking the nodes. 

AMSAutonomous Mobility Start 

AMD Autonomous Mobility Destination 

Conclusion: There are three main reasons were to be the drones will successful in the last mile 

delivery space. The reasons are 1. Based on Cost 2. Fast delivery 3. Accessibility With an 

equitable cost of fewer than five thousand dollars and the speed of delivery is less than twenty 

minutes. For the wide internet retailers like Amazon, they need to build out storage places, which 

they are very close to where the public life to contest on a speed that the bricks and cement will 

have. Then it is very useful to make the deliveries very fast and at a more efficient cost,therefore, 

the acceptance of the drones for lightweight deliveries. 
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